YAR COOPERATIVE PROGRAM
CO-PRODUCED VIDEOGRAPHY

PROMOTING
AGRICULTURE

CO-PRODUCED
VIDEOGRAPHY FOR
RURAL AMERICAN
BUSINESSES & EVENTS
But first…Who are we and why does it matter?
Opaliris Studios in association with Yanasa
Ama Ventures, LLC assists agricultural
related businesses and events to produce
professional promotional videos for a fraction
of the cost through a cooperative content
agreement with their clients. The program is
designed to utilize videography and social
media to help promote agriculture at a heavily
discounted rate.
Charlie and Shauna own Yanasa Ama
Ventures, LLC which is a parent company for
agricultural real estate, professional marketing and videography services. The
Yanasa Ama Ranch youtube channel started as a side venture and has
grown dramatically over the past two years.
The Yanasa Ama Ranch Channel focuses entirely on rural life and culture.
The new “Meet My Neighbor” series focus’ on promoting the lives and
businesses of our neighbors, be it in miles or heart. We love our rural
America. However, this series is designed to be educational not promotional.
While creating the “Meet My Neighbor” series, Charlie and Shauna noticed a
dire need for rural businesses to reach their customers through proper and
professional promotion. In 2018 they began the YAR Cooperative
Program to offer rural businesses subsidized promotional videos. Under this
program agricultural related businesses and event coordinators can produce
professional promotional videos at a fraction of the cost.
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HOW DO CO-PRODUCED
VIDEOS WORK?
Video filming and production is expensive, to do it correctly requires a
lot of time and effort. The YAR Cooperative Program reduces that
expense by retaining copyrights over work produced and hosting all
videos on the Yanasa Ama Ranch Youtube Channel. Clients may
embed and share the videos wherever and however they wish as long
as it’s through our embed and share codes. Yanasa Ama Ventures
collects part of the cost of production through the ad sales of their
Youtube Partner Program.
This process not only reduces the production costs but increases
promotional exposure. Promotional videos hosted on the Yanasa
Ama Ranch Channel receive added exposure through our presence in
the Google Algorithms. The Yanasa Ama Ranch Channel has over
18,000 subscribers, 300,000 monthly views, and more than doubles
in size each year. Videos remain active on the channel indefinitely and
continually show up as suggested videos to our subscribers and
viewers interested in other content on the channel. Your business or
event is then cross promoted with other “Agbusinesses” and events
on our network.
Our “Meet My Neighbor Series” is an educational series on rural lives
and businesses not a promotional platform. Meet My Neighbor
videos are more “Vlog” style, less focused on the business, and more
focused on educating the public. Purchasing a promotional video
does not guarantee we will create a “Meet My Neighbor” video on
your business, if while we are filming and it seems like a good fit we’ll
discuss it.
Anyone can participate in the “Meet My Neighbor” series by
submitting a talent application to info@yanasaranch.com
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PROMOTIONAL VIDEOS
Lengths, Costs, and Discounts

Promotional Video $500.00 3-5 Minutes in Length

Promotional Info Video $1500.00 10-15 Minutes In Length

Documentary Short Film $150 Per minute of edited length.
Example a 30 Minute Documentary
Short Film will cost $4,500.00 depending
on the content.

FEES DO NOT INCLUDE TRAVEL AND ACCOMMODATIONS. Additional Fees could apply for
travel outside of 50 Miles from Newland, NC or Bear Creek, NC.
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WE ‘GET’ BRAND PROMOTION:
Charlie and Shauna have a combined 32 years of
marketing experience and they’re ready to share
their passion with you. They also understand that
professional quality videos and films are
expensive to produce, which is why they created
an industry leading program to assist agricultural
businesses with high quality marketing through
the YAR Cooperative Program.

Opaliris Studios - The Story Teller
If a photo tells a 1,000 words, a video tells 60,000 a
minute. Opaliris Studios is in the business of creating
narratives. With top of the industry software and 4K
pixel capturing the narratives told are visually and
emotionally stunning.

Yanasa Ama Ventures - The Capital
Yanasa Ama Ventures, LLC is the holding company of
Opaliris Studios, Yanasa Ama Ranch, and Yanasa
Ama Realty. The company acts as a producer. What
does that mean? It means Yanasa Ama Ventures
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helps create the capital necessary through sponsors,
partners, and advertisers to produce professional
quality films and promotional videos.
By co-producing and hosting your promotional video,
not only does the advertising network of Yanasa Ama
Ventures help pay for the video, but the Yanasa Ama
Ventures social media and fan network helps cross
promote and distribute your content. With over
20,000 YouTube Subscribers our videos receive on
average between 6.3K and 16K views within 3 days
of publishing.
Basically, Yanasa Ama Ventures operates like a TV
Network.

We’ll plug your social media accounts into our
network. Yanasa Ama Ventures also features
participants on the Facebook Page, Tumbler, Twitter,
Instagram, LinkedIn as well as
NorthCarolinaFarmsandLand.com (a site currently
under development).

What Is Meet My Neighbor?
The Meet My Neighbor series is designed to promote the agricultural community via
educational videos on a particular business. These videos don’t necessarily promote a
particular farm, service, or product. However, the farm providing the content is the “focal
point” of the video. For example: XYZ Farm raises ostriches. The video will be about
raising Ostriches not about XYZ Farm. XYZ Farm will be supplying the content. While this
video does promote XYZ Farm, its about ostriches.
The series helps promote organic viewer interest in our YAR Program Videos.

How can I get a Meet My Neighbor video?
We are always looking for more neighbors to film! Meet My Neighbor is a FREE Program
to participate in, although production and publishing is not guaranteed. Opaliris Studios
and Yanasa Ama Ventures are the sole editors and videos are released based on the
discretion of the producers. This is not a part of the YAR Cooperative Program.
Participants may apply by contacting info @ yanasaranch.com
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Promotional Video
Examples and Lengths
Eastern Brahman Breeders Association
“Why Brahman”

NBHA Future Fortune Open at 5K Arena

The Eastern Brahman Association hosts a yearly
show in Western North Carolina. While most of the
footage for the show was taken during the event, the
theme of the video was to promote the Brahman
Breed, not the show it self. The association asked for
a 10 minute video on why Brahman are a terrific
breed of cattle for local ranchers and farmers.

Chatham Ag Center “Ag Fest” Promotional
Video
Bladdenboro, NC. 5K Arena had an opportunity to
host their 2nd NBHA event at their incredible arena in
Bladdenboro, North Carolina. For this second event,
the Future Fortunes Futurity added $10,000.00 to the
pot. 5K Arena wanted to make a splash hit and
asked to co-produce a video.
The 5K NBHA Open video was designed as a
documentary short film. The video highlights both the
arena and Future Fortune Horses. The video also
included information on Vendors and showed a
highlight real of the best runs of the event.
This video required an entire weekend of shooting.
Our crew stayed in a camper onsite with the racers to
capture and experience the feel and culture of the
race.
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The Chatham Ag Center hosts an annual festival each
year to promote rural life and agriculture in Chatham
County, North Carolina. The Chatham Ag Center
wanted a 5 minute Promotional Video to highlight the
center’s events and help promote the festival for
2020.

VIDEO
HOSTING,
LICENSING, &
INFO
Yanasa Ama Ranch Channel
All YAR Discount videos are
hosted on the Yanasa Ama Ranch
YouTube Channel. Videos under
the YAR Discount Program may
not be hosted on any other
platform and all copyrights are
reserved by Yanasa Ama Ventures, LLC.
Embedding Videos:
Clients may embed their videos on their website and/or share them using any of the YouTube
sharing options. YouTube is owned by Google and offers an array of embedding options that
make it easy to share and post the video to social media sites and custom websites. We offer
a $150 service to help those who don’t know how to embed and share their content.
Drone Footage:
Not every environment is suitable for drone footage. While we like to include drone footage as
an alternative perspective, in some locations and at some events we are not legally able to use
a drone. For example while shooting the “Why Brahman” video, the main location was at the
Western North Carolina Fair Grounds which was located within a No Fly Zone of a regional
airport. Drones may not be flown over sporting arenas or large crowds, however we can often
find great angles at a distance.
Rights to Film and Publish Other People:
At events or in locations where people would not have the assumption that they are in a private
location, we do not need disclosures to film. However if we are filming in a place or
environment where individuals would normally have the “right to privacy” we must have their
approval. For example, if you have a dude ranch and wish to film guests at the ranch we need
a release signed by the guests as they are in a private place. If you are filming a public event in
an arena we do not need releases signed by those attending the event since it is open to the
public.
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MORE THAN JUST MARKETERS…
Charlie and Shauna are more than just “Marketers” and social media
influencers. They are resourceful members of their community.

Following Hurricane Florence,
Charlie and Shauna used their
social media skills to help raise
over 20K dollars for flood victims.
They used their real estate
expertise to help flood victims
find mortgage loopholes to
escape “sunken” debts. They
used their land to host swamped
livestock and used their
mechanical knowledge to
salvage thousands of dollars in tools and equipment. Their aim was to help
drag their community out of the mud, so to speak.

The couple remains
committed to being a
voice in the agricultural
community and helps
promote small farmers
through their social
media presence.
When you sponsor Yanasa Ama Ranch, you are aligning yourself with a
powerful pair who care about making a difference in the lives of others.
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IMPROVED VIDEOGRAPHY
Times are changing, our channel is growing, and our skills are
developing. The Videography Capabilities of Yanasa Ama Ranch are
drastically improving as the camera and equipment line-up expands into
professional videography services.
YouTube is generally a place for amateur film makers, however moving
forward we plan to bring the same care and quality of professional films
to our sponsored videos. Sponsored videos will show multiple camera
angels and feature more close-up and slow motion camera shots. All
sponsored videos will be filmed in 4K and professionally edited for color
and sound. This differs from 90% of the videos we create for our
channel which are more often quick edits, shot with only one or two
cameras.
Will this disrupt the organic raw feel of the channel and relationship to
viewers? No. Yanasa Ama Ranch has aired several professionally
engineered videos and the content has generally been well accepted by
viewers. With the help of sponsors like you, the Yanasa Ama Ranch
channel plans to enhance the creative side of social media videography.
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CONTACT INFORMATION
YANASA AMA VENTURES, LLC

PLEASE NOTE:
As “Social Media Personalities” we DON’T hand out our number to everyone.
Please Email Requests for Phone Numbers and Physical Location.

MAIL:
PO BOX 601
GOLDSTON, NC. 27252

EMAIL:

WEBSITES:
WWW.YANASA.US | WWW.YANASARANCH.COM | WWW.OPALIRIS.COM
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